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of selfings. However, there may be cases where, under the present model, high selfing would compensate a genotype for having low pollen fertility. In cases where w3 < W2, it will be more rational to accredit the pollen parent with all self offspring. The same would hold for the selling component of hermaphrodites in gynodioecious populations; for example, under Ross and Weir's (1975) "limited-fitness model," pollen availability determines the extent to which ovules are utilized in selfings. Cohen (1969) gave some examples of application of a simple stochastic birth-immigration-death-emigr ation (BIDE) model to describe the natural dynamics of primate troops. While incorporating stochastic features into the description, such a model does not take into account any aspects of age structure, density dependence, or other social structures within the troops. The aim of this paper is not, however, to discuss whether the model is a biologically uninteresting oversimplification, but rather to reconsider the statistical aspects of Cohen's paper and to present some statistical methods which might also be useful in other similar studies.
Cohen compared the theory to two types of data: (1) size distributions of troops assumed to be in an equilibrium state and (2) a set of observations (Altmann and Altmann 1970 ) of all vital events in a baboon troop over a year. Distributions of troop sizes for howler monkeys, gibbons, colobus and langurs, and baboons were analyzed. For the gibbons I propose here an alternative and possibly more natural interpretation of the BIDE model which yields a considerably better fit of the equilibrium distribution.
The statistical analysis of the actual dynamics over 1 yr of the baboon troop may benefit from the advances in statistical theory since the time of Cohen's paper (1969) . I present here a direct (maximum-likelihood) attack on the inference problem as an alternative to Cohen's "jacknife" approach. (It may, in fact, be shown that the two approaches are approximately equivalent.) A reiteration of the jackknife calculations shows that some numerical slips must have occurred in Cohen's computations, and I present the corrected jackknife analysis as well. Also, the problem of testing the fit of the BIDE model is considered in some detail. Most of the analyses suggest that the dynamics are reasonably well described by the BIDE model, and that the stationary distribution corresponding to the dynamical data is compatible with that of the other troops observed by Altmann and Altmann (this is opposite to Cohen's conclusion). On the other hand, I also point out that the pattern of vital events over the year of study might suggest some seasonality (which is not assumed in the BIDE model), and that the dynamically studied troop has a stationary expectation well below its actual size. This may suggest that the dynamics of the troop concern a "demographically active subgroup," or that some other form of heterogeneity within the troop has to be included in the description. A similar conclusion was reached by Cohen (1975) in a recent study of the social structure of orangutans. (The BIDE model assume equal birth, death, immigration, and emigration rates for all individuals in the population, and "averaging" of different individual rates over the troop such as suggested by Cohen [1969, p. 458] will not lead to a BIDE process for the whole troop.) EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTIONS OF GIBBON TROOPS Cohen (1969, p. 464) suggested the following mechanism for gibbon troop formation: Each troop consists of a father and a mother and a variable number of children. Therefore, the births to a troop happen with an intensity independent of troop size and may therefore be described as "inmmigrations." In other words, the birth parameter i in the BIDE process should be set equal to zero, and the equilibrium distribution is then Poisson. Cohen interpreted the size of the troop, including the parents, as governed by the BIDE process and accordingly fitted a 0,1-truncated Poisson distribution to the observed data. Another possibility would be to describe the number of children by a BIDE process and thus fit a complete Poisson distribution to the number of children, that is, to troop size minus two. This gives a much nicer fit (see table 1), although this fact should be considered in the light of the extra flexibility that the shifting of the size distribution allows.
DYNAMICS OF BABOON TROOPS
Cohen analyzed a set of observations on a baboon troop obtained in the Amboseli reserve, Kenya, by Altmann and Altmann (1970) . Notice that baboon troops, in contrast to the gibbon troops discussed above, consist of several parents and children. The data (from Altmann and Altmann 1970) are given Cohen (1969) (the latter are different from Cohen's as regards ,u and p).
It may be shown for occurrence/exposure rates such as the MLE of X and ,u that, if the number of subdivisions on which the jackknife method is based is large, the jackknife estimator will converge toward the occurrence/exposure rate itself, and the usual jackknife variance estimate will converge to an obvious variance estimate based on ML theory. In accordance wiith this result the ML and jackknife estimates of ) and ,u are seen to be identical to two significant digits, and this trivially holds true for v, v being a simple average. For p and r the difference between MLE and jackknife is still easily wiithin the standard error.
With the MLE estimates, or the revised jackknife, there is no significant difference between the present estimates of r = v/X and p = 1 -X/1 and those (r = 2.99, p = 0.06) obtained by Cohen from fitting the stationary negative binomial distribution to the sizes of 51 baboon troops observed by Altmann and Altmann. This conclusion is opposite to Cohen. s.
TEST FOR FIT OF THE BIDE MODEL I approach the problem of evaluating the fit of the model from three different viewpoints. First, the time intervals between events are compared to their expected exponential distribution; second, the pattern of events (births, deaths, and immigrations) is studied; and finally, the expected stationary distribution is computed. expected distribution functions of the 1 's, indicating a fair fit. Also, under this hypothesis, 2 E Y;/s, where s is the standard deviation of the YHE's, should be approximately %2 distributed with 56 df. The observed value is 52.3, also indicating a good fit.
A useful way of obtaining an overall impression of the constancy of the intensities is to plot Aalen's (1975) nonparametric estimates of the integrated intensity. The plots are explained in Appendix C and shown in figure 2 for each of the three types of events: immigrations, births, and deaths + emigrations. Although the fit to the exponential interevent times was satisfactory above, a definite seasonality in the vital events is obvious, in particular concerning deaths and emigrations of which many more take place in the latter half of the year.
In fact, Aalen (personal communication) has applied the "cumulative total time on test statistic" by Barlow et al. (1972, p. 268) emigration and di+1 (set do 0). From Barlow et al. (1972, table 6 .1), one can see that this will lead to rejection of the hypothesis of constant intensity at the .5%0 level.
I next propose a check on the sequence of vital events, without regard to calendar time. It will be very difficult to make any checks concerning the immigrations since only three of those were observed. If iinmigrations are disregarded, there results a linear birth-and-death process which may be considered as made up of waiting times and a random walk of births (B) and losses (D and E) (cf. Moran 1951 Moran , 1953 . This imbedcled random walk is here given by The x2 test of independence gives X2 = 0.296, f = 1, showing no deviation from the ranclom-walk hypothesis. Finally, much of Cohen's discussion assumes that the process is in a stationary regime, and it would therefore be interesting to compare the actual sample function with the corresponding stationary negative binomial distribution. The estimated expectation and standard deviation are 24.8 and 8.6. Although the standard error of the stationary expectation may be estimated as 14.3 (as explained in Appendix A), it is still striking that the process revolves slowly around the observed time average of 41.3; that is, under the model the process spends the time of observation in a rather extreme part of its stationary distribution. An exact use of this fact as countereviclence to the model would, however, need a study of the transient behavior of the BIDE process beyond the scope of the present paper. Another explanation would be that there is some heterogeneity in the troop such that the vital events governing the BIDE process correspond to what is going on in a "demographically active" subtroop (compare the fact that the stationary expectation is lower than the time average). I refer to standard probabilistic treatments like that of Bailey (1964, pp. 91-101) . Maximum-likelihood estimation in an immigration-death process was studied by Benes (1957) and in a linear birth-and-death process by Keiding (1975) . With notation as above, the likelihood function based on continuous observation of a BIDE process (XGY) in a time interval (0, t) is This gives (exactly as Cohen [1969, pp. 470-471] ) the ML estimators V' = It/t, A = Bt/St, / D = r'= 'A = (ItSt)/tBt, q = A = Bt/Dt. Since we have a population size of about 40 and At and fit around .3, the small-sample study of Beyer et al. (1976) will indicate that a large population approximation will be suitable for deriving asymptotic distributions. In fact, if both population size and The numerical values of all these quantities in the present case are quoted in Let 0 = -c0 < r < ... < -ca = t be the times at which events happen in the BIDE process (X,,). It is then well known and follows in particular directly from the minimal construction of the process (Feller 1971, pp. 326 ff.) that given the development of the process up to the random time -ci, the distribution of the interevent time '. References to this fact for v = 0, that is, for the linear birth-and-death process, and extensive applications to inference problems were given by Athreya and Keiding (1977) . It is therefore reasonable to assume that since v/(I + P) is estimated by will be approximately independent identically distributed exponential with expectation (A + ,u) '. This yields a way of checking the interevent time structure of the BIDE process. I do this by plotting the distribution of (Yi) and by computing the sum E Yi and standard deviation s of the Y1's. Each Yj is approximately %2 distributed with 2 df and scale parameter [2(9 + jt)]-1, and s is a consistent estimator of (A + ju) ' so that
